Dean’s Message

Interesting places are shaped and driven by distinctive viewpoints and core values. Ten viewpoints and values that I think are important for our School of Information Systems are listed immediately below. If you take the time to read this, you will know a lot about the aspirations, culture and spirit of our school.

1. Our laboratory for IT? The world of business!

2. Business and organisations think through IT and information processing

3. Energy through Fusion

4. Knowledge and Ideas can change the world

5. Transformation

6. Imagineering

7. Rarely “Either Or”

8. Beyond

9. Learning Outcomes and Learning-to-Learn

10. SMU really is a good setting for SIS

Find out more. See the new Dean’s Message at the SIS website, at: www.sis.smu.edu.sg/about_school/dean_message_2008.asp